ERRATA


Page 10, line 8: “1972” should read “1872”.
Page 28, line 25: “in the more” should read “in the less”
Page 31, legend of Figure 40-41: “41: 318–323” should read “41: aedeagus”
Page 32, line 3: The following 3 lines should be inserted above *Description*:

“*Diagnosis*: Differs from other *Poncetia* in the pale to very light brown wings (except for some dark brown flecks between the upper base and center of wing) Main differences are in the genitalia.”

Page 43, line 1: “*poncetia*” should read “*Poncetia*”
Page 45, Table 2, under details of behaviour, line 2: “house” should be inserted after “nearby”.